Differences in Scores / No Score

Best Practices for Credit Score Management
1. Correct errors, especially those within
the most recent 12 months.

Why do scores consumers obtain themselves often differ
from those on a lender’s credit report?
The scoring models available directly to consumers are purposely
different from the scoring models used commercially.

2. Reduce outstanding balances with cash
payments to lower the utilization level overall.

Desktop Guide
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3. Allow time to decrease the impact of poor
past repayment history.

Why are the three bureau scores different?
Not all creditors report to all three bureaus, which creates different credit files.
The three scores can vary according to these differences in the credit files.
(Note: FICO’s Model is also known as Beacon, Emperica, or Experian/
FICO04, depending on the bureau.)

The Most Practical Path for Score Improvement

What causes a “No Score” from one or more Bureaus?

Review the credit report for accuracy and number of corrective score
opportunities:

● There is not enough information in the borrower’s
credit report with that bureau to calculate a score.

● Use Credit Assure™ to review the maximum potential score on every report.

● The borrower’s file has not been updated
by a creditor within the last 6 months.
● Two of the three identitying elements to access
the file do not match the bureau’s database.
(When there’s a significant disagreement related
to a consumer’s identity and the file, the bureau
will NOT report the data)
Tip #3: Always check the input borrower’s
name spelling, (suffix: Jr./Sr.), address and
social security numbers.

How do Mortgage Lenders Use Credit Scores?
Credit scores attempt to predict how likely a borrower is to repay a new
debt based on past credit behavior. Lenders use scores to determine the
type of mortgage, cost and interest rate for which the borrower is eligible.
Tip #4: Always review the credit report in detail with your borrower to
identify any past reporting errors, incorrect data, or reported information
unrelated to the borrower. Near term actions to update these can
markedly improve scores and open up more favorable loan options.
Tip #5: Always consider simulating
the effect of changes on the credit
score BEFORE making the changes!
Products such as Credit Essentials™
and CreditXpert What-If Simulator™
are an inexpensive way to do this
saving you time and maintaining
your credibility.

● Use IR Credit ReScores to update the credit file for errors found.

Assess through experience or by simulation, other score improvement
opportunities:
● Use CreditXpert Essentials™ or CreditXpert What-If Simulatior™ on the
middle score bureau to prioritize balance paydown efforts and conserve cash.
● Consider how passing time and consistent solid credit management can
impact near term score improvements. Allowing negative data to pass
important score thresholds (6, 12, 24 months) can have a significant
impact on the score without any undo effort, other than patience and
restored good repayment habits.

To learn more about the entire suite of Credit Scoring
Management Services from Informative Research
contact your Sales Professional directly or call:
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The credit you need, the connections you want.

What is a credit score
and how is it calculated?
● A Fair Isaac (FICO) Score can be generated for anyone with at least
one recently updated and reported credit tradeline of at least 12 months.
● Reported data from creditors is used in FICO’s proprietary statistical model
to create the score.
● Scores are generated at the PRECISE TIME THE
LENDER REQUESTS THE CREDIT REPORT;
a “snapshot” of the consumers credit file.
● The score ranges from 350 (lowest) to 850
(highest possible).
● Credit scores are as FLUID as the underlying data.
● The model factors in ALL credit-related data in
a consumers’ file — NOT just negative data.
Fair Isaac’s scores are relied upon by the investment
markets and banks and are based on comparing
millions of credit reports with past history to predict
repayment risk to a new creditor.

HOW CAN A MORTGAGE LENDER HELP A BORROWER IMPROVE THEIR SCORE?
There are two legitimate paths to raising a FICO score:
1) Verifying and then correcting
erroneous information on the
credit report.

2) Assessing opportunities,
then taking near term actions
to improve the score.

1) Verifying the Information on the Credit Report
– A quick list:

Only information contained in a credit file is used to determine the score. If a
creditor does not report to a bureau, it will not impact the score. The percentage
chart simplifies the relative importance of each category to the FICO score.
(e.g. “Payment history” is three times more important than “Length of history”)
Payment history
(late payments, collections,
bankruptcies, past dues, tax liens)
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Tip #1: To understand the most important factors of a particular score,
look to the four REASON CODES under each score presented on the
credit report. These reasons are listed in order of importance to create a
clear roadmap for improvement—FOCUS ON THE TOP TWO REASON
CODES. (Note: the number preceding the reason code is not associated
with the number of reason occurrences.)

Negative Impacts

● Paying bills on time
● Low balances compared to
the maximum available credit
(credit cards/HELOC)
● Recent positive credit management
especially over the past two years.

● Delinquent payments
and collections
● Opening too many accounts
in a short period of time
● High total outstanding debt
● Derogatory public records

Scoring Logic overall:

● Confirm the existing balances, review past payments,
and update significant recent payments.

Because FICO weighs the RECENCY of activity more heavily for both good
and bad data, correcting recent errors (e.g. of 90 days ago) will have a far
greater impact than correcting the same errors of 13 months ago.

● Make sure all tradelines are showing up only once.

● Check reason codes for clues to the impact of inaccuracies
(e.g. updated balances, inquiries).

Tip #2: Focus your reviews on recent issues going back 24 months.
(Beyond 24 months, corrections have a very limited impact on the score
– except for public records).

Correcting Errors in the Credit Report

Three common myths about ways to increase a credit score:

If you and the borrower find there are errors in the credit report (10-15%
of credit reports), there are a two ways to assist getting these corrected:

Myth #1: Paying off credit cards, collection accounts and tax liens/
judgments will always increase the credit score.

A. With the proper documentation from the borrower, use a credit rescore
service to update the inaccurate tradelines or public record items
(at your cost) and then generate a new credit report with a potentially
higher score in 2-4 days.

Fact:

The FICO model score reflects updates from “Date of Last Activity.”
In some cases, paying off an old collection account can make current
a negative factor, even though the action may be positive and in good faith!

Myth #2: Closing accounts with zero balances will increase the credit score.

Amounts owed
(outstanding debt/balances on accounts—
best to be at or below 30% of credit limit)

Positive Impacts

● Make sure all the tradelines belong to the borrower.

● Make sure all public records entries on the report are accurate.

Understanding the Credit Score
— It’s not Magic

2) Assessing Opportunities for Credit Score Improvement

Use Informative Research’s Credit ReScore to correct errors at the
bureau level and generate a new report with a potentially better score.
IR Supplements do not impact the bureau data directly, and therefore
have no bearing on a credit score.

B. The borrower can contact each
credit bureau through the 800
number listed at the end of the
credit report to correct the errors
him/herself. Or Informative Research
can initiate a credit dispute process
with the bureaus on behalf of the
borrower free of charge. This usually
takes 30-40 days.

Fact:

Closing accounts lowers the number of open accounts, which generally
improves a score. But it also can raise the overall utilization of credit
among the remaining accounts. Higher credit utilization (above 50%)
negatively impacts the score--and increasingly the higher the utilization
becomes.

Myth #3: Public records, judgements, liens and collections negatively impact
the credit score forever.
Fact:

Most public records, collections, tax liens, and charge off derogatories
are removed from a credit file at 7 years; (10 years for bankruptcies
and CA tax liens). All are excluded from the scoring upon expiration.

Remember, one change can affect several factors.

